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Set Up the Test Framework
Let’s add some tests to the word counter project. We’ll start by installing a
test framework that runs our tests and reports the test results. We’ll use Jest2
because it offers an excellent out-of-the-box experience, but you can apply
the techniques you’ll learn to other test frameworks.
Navigate to the word counter project directory and install Jest as a development dependency:
$ npm i --save-dev jest

Since your code uses JSX, you also need to transpile the code when you run
the tests. A Jest plugin called babel-jest ensures Jest transpiles the test code
with the Babel configuration it finds in the package root. Install the babeljest plugin as a development dependency:
$ npm i --save-dev babel-jest

We’ll use npm scripts to run our tests via the npm command. That way, you’ll
avoid conflicts between different versions of Jest in different projects.
The jest utility scans the directory for files with names that end in test or spec,
or files in a directory named __tests__. It then executes the tests they contain.
Since there’s no single dominant testing tool for JavaScript, the npm test command is the standard way to run tests in projects managed with npm. Open
package.json and modify the test entry in the scripts section in package.json to run
the local version of Jest with the npm test command:
wordcounter/package.json
"scripts": {
"test": "jest --watch",

The --watch flag lets Jest automatically re-run the tests when you edit a file.
To check that your setup works, run:
$ npm test

Jest reports the regular expression used to find test files. It automatically ignores
node_modules. Since you haven’t written any tests yet, Jest hasn’t run any tests.
No tests found
14 files checked.
roots: wordcounter - 14 matches
testMatch: **/__tests__/**/*.js?(x),**/?(*.)(spec|test).js?(x) - 0 matches
testPathIgnorePatterns: /node_modules/ - 14 matches
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Once Jest finishes its run, it presents you with a prompt:
Watch Usage
› Press a to run all tests.
› Press p to filter by a filename regex pattern.
› Press t to filter by a test name regex pattern.
› Press q to quit watch mode.
› Press Enter to trigger a test run.

You don’t need to choose any of these options: by default, Jest will start
running new tests as soon as you add them.
Now that you have installed Jest and verified that you’re able to run it, let’s
write our first test.
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